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Double Love Nov 03 2022
Earthquake Jun 05 2020 Separated by a devastating earthquake, the Wakefield twins struggle through the remains of Sweet Valley in search
of each other and their friends, while Devon and Bruce struggle to save Enid, and Steven risks his life. Original.
The New Jessica Aug 08 2020 Jessica Wakefield is sick and tired of being an identical twin; so she decides to do something about it!
Playing with Fire Jan 01 2020 Elizabeth wonders if her twin sister Jessica can handle her new boy friend Bruce, Sweet Valley High's most
eligible and arrogant male.
Too Good To Be True (Sweet Valley High #11) Dec 12 2020 A devil in disguise... When glamorous, sophisticated Suzanne Devlin visits
Sweet Valley from New York City, the Wakefield twins couldn't be more excited. For two weeks, Elizabeth will show Suzanne around town while
Jessica will have the time of her life in New York. Suzanne is perfect: beautiful, friend, and not the least bit stuck up. But when Suzanne
accuses their teacher, Mr. Collins, of trying to seduce her, Elizabeth knows there's more to Suzanne than meets the eye. Can she stop Suzanne
before it's too late? From bestselling author Francine Pascal.
Sweet Valley High Aug 20 2021 When Jessica falls in love with her Shakespeare teacher, she begins to act like her studious twin sister
Elizabeth to impress him. Now it's up to Elizabeth to make sure that all's well that end well - but with Jessica playing her role, will anyone be
able to tell which twin is which.
Sweet Valley High Sep 01 2022 Follows the Wakefield twins, Jessica and Elizabeth, as they compete for the same handsome basketball player;
Jessica goes to any length to become queen of the fall dance; and Elizabeth worries that Jessica's boyfriend is taking advantage of her.
Sweet Valley High Mar 27 2022 New York Times bestselling author Francine Pascal's Sweet Valley High series has captivated generations of
teens and adults, selling over 60 million copies worldwide. Here together for the first time in an incredible eBook bundle are the first twelve
books in the beloved series: Double Love, Secrets, Playing with Fire, Power Play, All Night Long, Dangerous Love, Dear Sister, Heartbreaker,
Racing Hearts, Wrong Kind of Girl, Too Good To Be True, and When Love Dies.
Racing Hearts (Sweet Valley High #9) Apr 15 2021 Can Roger melt Lila's icy heart? Clumsy, shy Roger Barrett has always had a crush on the
glamorous, wealthy Lila Fowler, but it's hopeless. She's the queen bee, and he secretly works as a janitor after school. The only attention Lila
ever pays to him is to make fun of him in front of her friends. When Roger wins the qualifying heat for a big race, he becomes an instant
school celebrity. To his surprise, Lila begins to chase after him, but he knows if he runs in the race finals after school, he will lose his job.
Should he give up Lila's attentions? Can he risk being fired? Will Lila notice him if he's no longer a star? From bestselling author Francine
Pascal.
A Stranger in the House Sep 20 2021 Convicted murderer John Marin, out of prison, is intent on revenge against Ned Wakefield and goes after
Ned's daughters, Jessica and Elizabeth--who fall right into Marin's trap.
Murder in Paradise Jan 25 2022 Enjoying themselves at a mother-daughter retreat at Paradise Spa, the twins find a dead body in the steam
bath and begin to suspect that a murderer is on the loose when their mother disappears. Original.
All Night Long Jul 27 2019 Has Jessica gone too far? Elizabeth Wakefield knows her beautiful twin can handle almost any guy--most boys are
just no match for Jessica's seductive charms. But Scott Daniels, Jessica's latest love, is more of a man than a boy, much older and much more
experienced than anyone Jessica's ever dated. When Jessica sneaks off to a college beach party with Scott, Elizabeth's afraid of what could
happen. And when her twin sister isn't back by morning, Elizabeth's fear turns to alarm. Why has she stayed out all night long?
Hostage! Nov 10 2020
Double Love (Sweet Valley High #1) Apr 27 2022 Who will Todd choose—the glamorous Jessica or the gentle Elizabeth? Elizabeth and
Jessica Wakefield are identical twins—beautiful, blonde, perfect—but they couldn't be more different from each other. Elizabeth is friendly,
good-natured, and kind, and the complete opposite of her clever, conniving sister. Jessica believes the world revolves around her...and the
problem is that most of the time it does. Jessica always gets what she wants—at school, amongst her friends, and especially with boys. This
time, she's got her eye on Todd Wilkins, the good-looking star of Sweet Valley High's basketball team—and the one boy Elizabeth really likes.
Now the twins are in a game of double love, with Todd as first prize. Will Elizabeth fight for the Todd? What will Jessica stoop to in order to get
what she wants? Can the bonds of sisterhood stand up to the pangs of a broken heart? Welcome to Sweet Valley High... the beloved series by
Francine Pascal.
Rumors Aug 27 2019 Susan Stewart becomes obsessed with finding out the truth about her parents.
Who's Who? May 17 2021 When she fails to find Mr. Right in the hallowed halls of Sweet Valley High, Jessica Wakefield signs up with a
computer dating service as two people, and when the offers pour in, sister Elizabeth must pick up the slack.
Runaway Feb 11 2021 Jessica's had it with Sweet Valley. Jessica Wakefield is sick and tired of taking second place to her twin sister,
Elizabeth. Everyone adores Elizabeth; she's kind and loving and generous. But Jessica can't seem to do anything right. Then Jessica meets
handsome, sensitive Nicky Shepard, who feels the same way she does. Nicky is running away to San Francisco and wants Jessica to join him.
At first she doesn't take him seriously. But when things reach the breaking point at home, Jessica starts to see that she might be better off if
she left Sweet Valley--forever!
Malibu Summer Jul 19 2021 The twins compete for love and position as Jessica and Elizabeth Wakefield head for glamorous Malibu to take
summer jobs as mother's helpers.
The Big Night Jul 07 2020 Elizabeth is excited about going to the prom with her handsome date, Devon, but when Todd, her old boyfriend,
asks to see her once again, Elizabeth fears that the old feelings for Todd will return if she sees allows the meeting to happen. Original.
Jessica's Secret Love Jun 25 2019 Falling hopelessly in love with Jeremy Randall, Jessica believes he is everything she ever dreamed of and is
devastated when he ends their relationship, until she learns that he is already engaged to marry her friend and houseguest, Sue. Original.

Power Play (Sweet Valley High #4) Oct 10 2020 The Wakefield twins have taken sides—against each other! Robin Wilson wants to join Pi
Beta Alpha, Sweet Valley High's highly selective sorority. She may not be beautiful or popular, but she's friendly and smart. So when Elizabeth
nominates her for the sorority, Jessica is less than thrilled. She is determined to find a way to keep Robin from Pi Beta. But Elizabeth is just as
determined to make Robin a sorority sister, and the twins become locked in a struggle that develops into the biggest power play at Sweet
Valley High. Who will prevail? Which twin will triumph? What happens when sisters go head-to-head? From bestselling author Francine Pascal.
Promises Nov 22 2021 Steven Wakefield promised Tricia he would take care of her sister Betsy after her death, but when he brings Betsy
home, Jessica plots to get Betsy out of the house and out of Steven's life.
Last Wish Jul 31 2022
Dear Sister (Sweet Valley High #7) May 29 2022 Can Jessica live without Elizabeth? Sweet Valley is stunned by the news: beautiful young
Elizabeth Wakefield is in a coma after a terrible motorcycle accident. Everyone waits with bated breath for any change in her condition,
especially Elizabeth's boyfriend Todd, who was driving when accident happened. But there is no one more upset than Elizabeth's twin, Jessica.
She keeps watch over unconscious body of her sister, desperately hoping she'll recover. What if Elizabeth never wakes up? Or worse...what if
Elizabeth wakes up changed? Dear Sister is a Sweet Valley High book by Francine Pascal.
The Perfect Girl Oct 29 2019 Stung when her collegiate boyfriend pays less attention to her and more to the beautiful Vicky, Robin Wilson is
convinced that dieting is the answer, a plan that has Elizabeth Wakefield thinking anorexia.
Wrong Kind of Girl (Sweet Valley High #10) Jun 17 2021 She's the wrong kind of girl... Jessica Wakefield knows that "Easy Annie" is bad for the
Sweet Valley High cheering squad. Annie Whitman may have the looks, talent, and spirit to be a cheerleader, but she also has the worst
reputation in school. She goes out with a different boy every night, and Jessica isn't about to sully her squad's image by letting Annie on the
team. But Elizabeth, Jessica's twin, knows that there is more to Annie than just her reputation. But can she change her sister's mind before
Jessica shatters Annie's dreams? From bestselling author Francine Pascal.
Wrong Kind of Girl Jan 13 2021 Jessica Wakefield is determined to keep Annie Whitman off the cheerleading squad because of her bad
reputation, but Jessica's twin, Elizabeth, tries to help Annie.
The Evil Twin Dec 24 2021
Kidnapped! Feb 23 2022
Soap Star May 05 2020 When Jessica and Elizabeth win roles in Jessica's favorite soap, which had been looking for a set of beautiful blonde
twins for a special week-long storyline, Jessica becomes carried away with the publicity. Original.
The Wakefield Legacy Oct 22 2021 From frontiersman Theodore Wakefield, to turn-of-the-century beauty Sarah Wakefield, to World War II
soldier Robert Wakefield, to sixties activist Ned Wakefield, the story of the Wakefield family is set against America's history.
When Love Dies (Sweet Valley High #12) Mar 03 2020 What terrible secret is Tricia keeping from Steven? Steven Wakefield, Elizabeth and
Jessica's handsome older brother, is heartbroken. His girlfriend, Tricia Martin, no longer seems interested in him. She breaks their dates and
doesn't return his calls. Steven doesn't understand why Tricia's feelings have changed so suddenly. Jessica, on the other hand, sees this as the
perfect opportunity to set Steven up with her best friend, Cara Walker, but Elizabeth isn't thrilled with the scheming, gossipy Cara. She is
determined to find out just why Tricia left Steven—and is horrified when she discovers the awful truth. From bestselling author Francine Pascal.
Once Upon a Time Mar 15 2021 Jessica and Elizabeth Wakefield spend the summer as au pairs for a royal family living in a beautiful European
cha+a3teau, in the first part of a three-part miniseries. Original.
The Witch in the Pumpkin Patch Sep 28 2019 Young Jessica's class trip to a pumpkin patch is spoiled when Elizabeth and she think they
see a witch and decide to revisit the patch at night to find out if it is haunted. Original.
The Evil Twin Nov 30 2019 Eager to get rid of either Elizabeth or Jessica Wakefield and take a place among their friends and family, Margo
decides to strike when the twins are fighting, Mr. and Mrs. Wakefield are out of town, and Sweet Valley is in chaos. Original.
Sweet Valley Confidential Sep 08 2020 After she betrays her identical twin, Jessica Wakefield longs for forgiveness, but Elizabeth moves from
Sweet Valley, California, to New York City and searches for the perfect revenge.
Double Love Apr 03 2020 Will Jessica steal Todd from Elizabeth? Elizabeth and Jessica Wakefield are identical twins at Sweet Valley High.
They're both popular, smart, and gorgeous, but that's where the similarity ends. Elizabeth is friendly, outgoing, and sincere -- nothing like her
snobbish and conniving twin. Jessica gets what she wants -- at school, with friends, and especially with boys. This time, Jessica has set her
sights on Todd Wilkins, the handsome star of the basketball team -- the one boy that Elizabeth really likes. Elizabeth doesn't want to lose him,
but what Jessica wants, Jessica usually gets... even if it ends up hurting her sister. Meet the Wakefield twins, their guys, and the rest of the
gang at Sweet Valley High....
Perfect Summer Jan 31 2020 Twins Elizabeth and Jessica Wakefield and their friends from Sweet Valley High are enjoying a summer bicycle
trek up the California coast, but their dream vacation is threatened by feuding, broken romances, grudges, and unexpected disaster.
Secrets (Sweet Valley High No. 2) Jun 29 2022 Jessica would stop at nothing . . . Beautiful and ruthless, Jessica Wakefield is determined to be
chosen queen of the fall dance at Sweet Valley High. If she can win the contest, she's sure to win Bruce Patman, the most sought-after boy in
school. The only person standing in Jessica's way is Enid Rollins. When Jessica discovers the truth about Enid's past, she knows the crown is
within her grasp. She doesn't care that Enid is her twin sister Elizabeth's best friend - or that revealing the secret may cost Enid both her
reputation and the boy she loves. Only Elizabeth can save Enid from Jessica's vicious gossip -- but can she stop her scheming twin in time . . .
Sweet Valley Confidential Oct 02 2022 A New York Times Best Seller! Now with this striking new adult novel from author and creator Francine
Pascal, millions of devoted fans can finally return to the idyllic Sweet Valley, home of the phenomenally successful book series and franchise.
Iconic and beloved identical twins Jessica and Elizabeth Wakefield are back and all grown up, dealing with the complicated adult world of love,
careers, betrayal, and sisterhood. WANT MORE SWEET VALLEY RIGHT NOW?? Become a fan of Sweet Valley Confidential on Facebook or
Twitter.
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